Norwich Diocesan Association of Ringers
Standing Committee Meeting
Location: The Rectory, East Dereham
21st April 2022
Meeting began at 19:13
Present

Paul Cubitt (PC) – President
Richard Turk (RT) – Ringing Master
Richard Carter (RC) – Peal Secretary
Katie Wright (KW) – Safeguarding Officer
Tom Davis (TD) – Northern Branch
Peter Jackson (PJ) – Western Branch
Mark Hibbard (MH) – invited following the Vision150 meetings
Joined via Zoom: Martin Farrimond (MF) – Webmaster
Apologies for Absence: Nikki Thomas (NT), Jeremy Warren (JW), Judy Farrimond (JF)

1. Reviewing AGM Agendas and matters
On the topic of electing new members, which had not previously been done at AGMs, it was
agreed that an AGM of the Association is a meeting of all 4 branches, and so members could
be elected. It was also agreed that, because branches are not generally operating with
regular meetings, ‘branch’ meetings could be held in individual towers for the purpose of
electing new members providing the meeting was quorate. Such elections would need to be
ratified at a later meeting of the Association, but it was not appropriate to prevent people
joining the Association simply because branches were not holding meetings. It was agreed
that this should be made clear at the AGM, and that this is pending the rule changes that
were recommended as a result of Vision150.
MH will use his item on the AGM agenda (Review of Strategy and Objectives) to appeal for
people to offer themselves to staff the various teams that were recommended by
Vision150.
A small team would need to be formed to review the existing rules and draft new ones. This
might need to be done tactically, in blocks, over a period. It might be necessary to use EGMS
to facilitate the changes. MF, TD and RT offered to be on this team. It may be necessary to

bring on others, but it was agreed that this team should be necessarily small. The first task
would need to be to plan a route through the process.
It was agreed that, in addition to the written reports produced each year and in the spirit of
good communication and engagement, a ‘highlights’ item would be added to the agenda. RT
and NT to produce this.
Various alterations were made to the draft agenda.

2. Terms of Reference for Teams
MH began by explaining that, using Belbin’s terms, he was a ‘monitor evaluator’ and offered
his services in that capacity.
The role of Standing Committee in light of proposed teams was considered. It should take
on steering the Vision150 process, retaining responsibility of that rather than creating a
separate team.
In future, the AGM arrangements could be delegated to the Internal Communications Team.
This aligns with the idea of delegating the detail and retaining control.
The terms of reference produced by the Training and Development Team were reviewed.
MH used them as a starting point, and created a draft template that could be used by all
teams.
Each team’s terms of reference should demonstrate how that team relates to the
Association’s strategy (broadly evolve, engage, support) as suggested by Vision150. Each
team should do at least one of these things.
The Training and Development Team’s terms were then revisited with this discussion in
mind, and a second draft was suggested. It was also agreed that handbells should be
included within the scope of this team, since they were given such a high profile by the
Vision150 workshops.
In relation to the probable need for each team to have a budget with which to work, MH
noted that the Standing Committee would need to consider how this was done, and a
mechanism created for it.
MH thanked the Training and Development Team for the work they had already put into
drafting their terms of reference, saying that without that he would not have been able to
create the templates and we would not have been able to have had such a fruitful
discussion.
The Training and Development Team now needs to think about how it proposes to enact the
things in its terms of reference, eg. What does it need the database of ringers to do for it,
etc.

Meeting closed at 21.03
Actions:

Person/People

‘Rules’ team needs forming, to agree terms of reference, and to
plan process

MF, TD, RT

Election of members needs to be clarified at AGM

PC

Highlights of the year produced for AGM

RT, NT

2nd Draft Agenda to be produced, agreed, circulated

RT, NT

Standing Committee terms of reference created

Stand. Com.

Training and Development Team terms of reference redrafting

T&D Team

Mechanism for team budgets needs to be considered

Stand. Com.

